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Chapter 571: Going to Hit Her Hard 

Bai Mori looked at Xiao Ning with a spurious smile. 

It would be too easy to attract Gong Jue’s attention and alertness if she relied on her own strength to 

deal with Gu Qiqi. But it would be different if the entire Bai family became enemies with her. 

It was logical to say that Gu Qiqi was the one who started it and the Bai family dealt with her later. 

Furthermore, after dealing with Gu Qiqi and making decisions in the family, even if Gong Jue knew about 

it, he couldn’t do anything to her. She could deal with Gu Qiqi without having any responsibility. 

Furthermore, Gu Qiqi had offended the Bai family. Even Gong Jue would probably have to think about 

whether there was a need to keep such a woman who caused trouble everywhere by his side. 

This strategy was perfect! 

Without batting an eyelid, Bai Mori had this plan in mind. 

However, on the surface, she still looked like an elder who was willing to force a confession from her 

niece for the sake of the family’s reputation. “Xiao Ning, do you choose to protect your mother or 

protect an outsider like Gu Qiqi? Hmm?” 

Xiao Ning half-knelt on the ground. Her knees were numb from the fall and she couldn’t even stand up. 

But her back was still ramrod straight as she stubbornly looked at the Bai family people who were 

looking down from above. 

If it was possible, she didn’t want to be relatives with these hypocritical people who kept talking about 

the family’s honor at all! 

The only reason why she was in contact with the Bai family was that she had to consider her mother. 

At this moment, she was still a little hesitant because she was worried that her mother would be 

affected. 

But… Could it be that she would betray Qiqi for herself and her mother? 

If the Bai family obtained the evidence that Qiqi had schemed against Qing Yuxuan, how would they deal 

with Qiqi? She didn’t even dare to think about it. 

If her mother and she lost the Bai family’s protection, at most, they would lose their current comfortable 

life. 

But if Qiqi was targeted by the Bai family, her life would probably be in danger! 

Everyone knew that Little Uncle was famous for being ruthless… 

The only thing that Xiao Ning was glad about was that Bai Yeyuan hadn’t returned yet. Faced with Bai 

Mori at this moment, she could still hold on. 



She raised her small face and her eyes were firm. “What happened tonight has nothing to do with Gu 

Qiqi at all. If I remember correctly, even the invitation letter was given by Bai Yingzhu, right? Gu Qiqi 

doesn’t have a divine plan. How could she have expected that she would be invited in advance? If you 

want to frame her, at least have some IQ, okay? If you want to defeat me, can you also be more 

logical?” 

“You! You’re the moron with no IQ! Auntie, I think we should go through the family law and pull out her 

fingernails! If that doesn’t work, then let’s continue to do that to her toes! Let’s see if she still dares to 

be stubborn!” Bai Yingzhu said resentfully. 

The Bai family’s family law was different from the Gu family’s. How could punishment be as simple as a 

whip? 

The Bai family was very strict in family governance. The family laws described cruel punishments. 

Pulling out fingernails was a torture method used in ancient government offices. 

It was said that the Bai family had an unfilial descendant who sold important information to a business 

rival and became a traitor. In the end, he was personally sentenced by Bai Yeyuan. Ten of his toes were 

broken and he died from pain. 

Thus, when Bai Yingzhu said this punishment, the Bai family members present couldn’t help but 

tremble. 

The eldest sister, Bai Qiangwei, who was serving tea and warm soup to the Old Master was bedridden all 

year round. She lived in seclusion and rarely participated in the family’s affairs. At this moment, her pale 

face couldn’t help but tremble. Shaking, she stopped her and said, “Yingzhu, such a severe punishment 

can’t be casually mentioned. Xiao Ning is still a child…” 

“Back then, the person who betrayed our Bai family was also a child! Eldest Aunt, have you forgotten?!” 

Bai Yingzhu snorted coldly. 

Bai Mori said indifferently, “We gave her the chance, but some people aren’t cooperative…” 

Chapter 572: Her Fingers Were About to Be Crushed 

 

Xiao Ning lay on the ground. Her knees hurt, her waist hurt, and her heart hurt even more. 

At this moment, she actually missed Bai Yeyuan a little. 

If her uncle was here, would he believe that she didn’t betray the family, or would he shout at her like 

Bai Yingzhu and Bai Mori? 

She didn’t know. 

She really couldn’t guess. 

Uncle was such a ruthless person. Perhaps, he would be more terrifying than the punishment that Bai 

Yingzhu suggested… 



Xiao Ning laughed bitterly and thought to herself that she might not be able to walk out of the Bai family 

alive today. 

She had no other regrets except that she couldn’t be her mother’s obedient daughter anymore. She 

couldn’t celebrate tonight’s victory with Qiqi and Xiao Lan anymore… 

Also, Little Uncle, you should find someone else to vent your anger on in the future. I won’t be able to 

entertain you anymore… 

Xiao Ning looked on in misery as Bai Yingzhu excitedly instructed the servants to bring up the torture 

tools. The iron clipper was very big. It was like the kind of clipper used to catch wild beasts in the jungle. 

Even a pair of bear paws could be crushed into pieces. 

There were also dark red bloodstains that had been left behind over the years. It looked especially 

shocking. 

It should hurt a lot, right? 

But so what? She wasn’t even afraid of death anymore. Was she still afraid of pain? 

Bai Qiangwei wanted to say something, but she didn’t care about the family matters and didn’t have the 

right to interfere. She gripped her phone and stopped in front of Bai Yeyuan’s phone number. 

Great-grandfather was coaxed back to his room by Bai Mori to drink tea. 

When Bai Mori returned, her eyebrows became sharper. “Why aren’t you carrying out the punishment 

yet?” 

Bai Yingzhu placed her hands on her hips and ordered the servant. “Did you hear that? Do it quickly!” 

Two servants twisted Xiao Ning’s arm. The other two lifted the heavy iron clipper with difficulty and put 

it on Xiao Ning’s hand… 

After preparing it, she tried to clip her first. 

“Ah!” 

Xiao Ning wanted to hold it in tightly, but the sudden excruciating pain still made her cry out. 

She felt that her knuckles were about to be crushed. 

The cold ironware ravaged her fair skin ruthlessly. 

If the servant had more strength, her hand would probably have been crippled and become a pile of 

flesh and blood. 

The servant nodded at Bai Yingzhu. “Eldest Young Lady, it works. Then, we’ll do it officially? Are we 

going to carry out the harshest punishment?” 

Honestly speaking, when Bai Yingzhu saw that terrifying weapon, she was also a little afraid. When she 

saw that Xiao Ning was in so much pain after a light press from the servant, her heart skipped a beat. 

For some reason, she was a little afraid! 



Xiao Ning was very stubborn, but this iron clipper could even make her scream. How painful would that 

be? 

Was she really going to cripple Xiao Ning’s hand? If she was crippled and she didn’t admit Gu Qiqi’s 

scheme, wouldn’t that be wasted? 

“Xiao Ning, are you really not going to say anything!” She decided to ask again. 

Xiao Ning was in so much pain that she broke out in cold sweat. Her usually big and agile eyes shone 

with bone-chilling coldness at this moment. She didn’t speak and just stared at Bai Yingzhu. 

Bai Yingzhu felt her blood run cold and her heart beat rapidly. She felt that Xiao Ning’s silent glance 

seemed to be saying that if she died, she would turn into a ghost and come to find her every night. 

The moment Bai Yingzhu hesitated, Bai Mori walked over coldly and reminded her in a low voice in her 

ear, “Have you forgotten who was the one who took you away for an injection? Could it be that you 

want to keep them around for them to find someone to catch you in the future? They won’t show 

mercy…” 

Suddenly, her hatred for Gu Qiqi and Xiao Ning overcame her rationality once more. 

“That’s right. Of course, our Bai family can’t let such a traitor off. She won’t confess even if we beat her 

to death. Of course, we have to… use the harshest punishment!” Bai Yingzhu hardened her heart and 

instructed the servants. 

Bai Mori curved her lips in satisfaction. 

Of course, such a cruel order wasn’t suitable for an elegant person like her. Of course, it was more 

appropriate for a savage little princess like Bai Yingzhu. 

Furthermore, it didn’t matter if Xiao Ning didn’t confess. As long as Xiao Ning died here today, Gu Qiqi’s 

protective nature meant she would definitely jump up to take revenge for Xiao Ning. 

Then, there would be a good show to watch in the future! 

She wanted to see how that country bumpkin would go against the entire Bai family! 

“Do it!” 

Chapter 573: The Eldest Young Master Is Here! 

 

Following Bai Yingzhu’s order. 

The servants pressed that metal clip again. This time, they used nearly ten percent of their strength! 

Just as the metal clip was about to pinch Xiao Ning’s slender finger fiercely… 

A black figure kicked open the carved glass door in the hall and appeared behind Xiao Ning almost 

instantly with a cold breeze. 



The servants had yet to react and were only a little puzzled. Eh? Why couldn’t they press the clipper 

down despite using so much force? 

In the very next second. 

Only then did they realize that a pair of well-defined man’s big hands were spread out and directly 

blocking the two iron clippers. 

He actually forcefully blocked the iron clippers and protected Xiao Ning’s small hands! 

Oh my god! 

How terrifying was this?! How abnormal was the strength of his hand to withstand the iron clippers 

from closing? 

They had used a lot of strength just now, but this man’s fingers actually didn’t break? 

The servants shivered and looked up, but they met the man’s bloodthirsty eyes. 

“Young… Young Master!” 

The servants trembled. This time, their legs went soft and they knelt on the ground. 

It was no wonder that someone was so terrifying to be able to forcefully stop the metal clippers. 

If this person was Bai Yeyuan, then anything was possible! 

“Aren’t you going to get lost?” 

Bai Ye’s cold gaze glared at them. The other two frightened servants hurriedly let go of Xiao Ning’s arm. 

Xiao Ning’s body went soft and she fell towards the low cabinet beside her. 

Bai Yeyuan frowned and scooped her up into his arms. 

His bone-chilling gaze swept across everyone present. Every word seemed to be dripping with blood. 

“Who did it? Hmm?” 

Everyone in the hall was already dumbfounded. No one expected Bai Yeyuan to return at this moment. 

Didn’t he go to the Gong family to send the little prince back? 

Look at the Young Master’s tone. He seemed to be very protective of Xiao Ning! 

Who would dare to speak nonsense? 

There was a faint smell of gunpowder in the air. 

Outside the door. 

Bai Lang staggered in. “Brother, you left too quickly. Wait for me… Ah, what happened to Little Lemon? 

Hiss… There’s so much blood! Little Lemon, did your hand break? Oh my god, which b*stard ordered to 

do this to our adorable Little Lemon?” 

Only a fool like Bai Lang dared to foolishly break the cold atmosphere around Bai Yeyuan. 



Once the atmosphere eased a little, Bai Mori hurriedly said, “Brother, don’t be angry. The matter was 

caused by Gu Qiqi. She bribed Xiao Ning to cheat our Bai family. Yingzhu was only trying to scare Xiao 

Ning and make her confess Gu Qiqi’s scheme. She didn’t really do anything…” 

Bai Mori seemed to be exonerating Bai Yingzhu, but in fact, she wanted to frame Bai Yingzhu for this 

matter. Secondly, she didn’t care about anything else and first brought out the culprit, Gu Qiqi! She 

wanted Bai Yeyuan to divert his anger. 

How could she deceive an old and experienced person like Bai Yeyuan with just a few words? 

Bai Yeyuan’s face sank and his thin lips moved coldly. “When was our Bai family scammed? Why didn’t I 

know?” 

Bai Mori thought that her scheme had succeeded and continued, “It was during the gala tonight that Gu 

Qiqi ruined the venue and ruined Qing Yuxuan’s reputation. She led the guests to the Chu clan. Isn’t this 

cutting off our financial path…” 

Bai Yeyuan interrupted her coldly. “Stupid! It’s just Qing Yuxuan. It’s not worthy of my attention.. The 

Bai Medical Hall sells medicine, not jade. Could it be that we won’t be able to live without such trash? Is 

it worth you guys killing each other?!” 

Chapter 574: I’ll Clip All Your Fingers At Once 

“Such trash.” “Not worthy of my attention.” “Family members fighting over selfish interests.” 

Once these words were out, everyone understood Bai Yeyuan’s stand. 

It turned out that that money tree, Qing Yuxuan, was nothing in the eyes of Young Master. 

At least, it was worthless compared to Miss Xiao Ning. 

Hiss —! 

If they had known that the Eldest Young Master thought so highly of Young Lady Xiao Ning, they 

wouldn’t have dared to lay a hand on Young Lady Xiao Ning no matter how many benefits they received. 

Bai Mori’s face turned even paler. 

She had never expected that Bai Yeyuan would protect Xiao Ning like this. 

This was impossible… 

Bai Yeyuan should only hate Xiao Ning, right? 

After all… she had heard about that incident back then. 

No matter who Bai Yeyuan protected, he shouldn’t protect Xiao Ning. 

After muttering to herself for a few seconds, she knew that it wasn’t wise to go against Bai Yeyuan. 

Thus, she rolled her eyes and pulled out a big backer. “Brother, although Qingyu Xuan isn’t much, it was 

still a business partner of our Medical Hall. There were so many reporters at the gala today, and the 

reputation of the Medical Hall has also been damaged. The Old Master is very unhappy… That’s why he 

let Yingzhu…” 



“That’s right, that’s right. Old Master agreed to let us torture this b*tch… Wait, no, because Xiao Ning 

refused to confess Gu Qiqi’s scheme…” Bai Yingzhu hurriedly chimed in. As she was nervous, her hands 

were already trembling so much that it was as if they weren’t hers anymore. 

Bai Yeyuan glanced over coldly. Bai Yingzhu immediately shut up and burped in fear. 

“Stupid people don’t have brains!” Bai Yeyuan’s voice was extremely cold. “Do you think that the Old 

Master is as stupid as you? You want to use Xiao Ning to take down Gu Qiqi? Are you all blind? Can’t you 

see that there’s someone above her?” 

Bai Yingzhu was stunned. 

Who was Gu Qiqi’s supporter? 

Brother Jun Mo? 

Brother Jun Mo was just Gu Qiqi’s good friend! He wasn’t on that b*tch’s side! She refused to admit it. 

Bai Mori’s heart skipped a beat. 

Of course, she knew who was above Gu Qiqi. Wasn’t it Gong Jue? 

She wanted to pull that b*tch away from Gong Jue! She wanted to make Gong Jue despise her… 

But she wasn’t stupid enough to argue with Bai Yeyuan. 

Bai Mori put on a look of repentance and lowered her tone. “Brother, you’re right. We were reckless 

today. Yingzhu, apologize to Xiao Ning. There won’t be a next time.” 

How could Bai Yingzhu be willing? But when she saw Bai Mori’s fierce gaze and Bai Yeyuan’s cold aura, 

she could only lower her head and mutter aggrievedly, “I’m sorry…” 

She initially thought that this matter would be over safely. 

Bai Yeyuan was expressionless. His tone was extremely gloomy and cold. “If there’s any use in 

apologizing, let Xiao Ning clip your fingers once and break them one by one. Then, say sorry, okay?” 

“No, no, no. There’s no need…” Bai Yingzhu was about to cry from fright. Her fingers quickly reached 

behind her back and she panicked. 

Bai Mori dug her fingertips into her flesh and forced herself to hold on. “Brother, Yingzhu is your 

biological niece. You should feel more for her…” 

Bai Yeyuan said coldly, “When is it your turn to tell me who I should support!” 

Bai Mori couldn’t maintain her expression anymore. She knew that Bai Yeyuan wouldn’t let them off 

even if she died. For now, she could only use Xiao Ning to resolve this situation. 

She lowered her posture and whispered to Xiao Ning, “Xiao Ning, tell your uncle quickly that this is a 

misunderstanding. Can you bear to see the Bai family get into a conflict because of you? I don’t believe 

that you will deliberately ruin the family harmony…” 



Her gaze was gentle but persistent. She was forcing Xiao Ning to state her stand and asking Xiao Ning to 

beg Bai Yeyuan to let them off. 

Otherwise, Xiao Ning would be labelled a vicious woman who would destroy the family harmony. 

Chapter 575: He Was Indeed The Cruelest Man in the Bai Family 

Bai Yingzhu also reacted. “Xiao Ning, if you still have a conscience, say something! Didn’t we only scare 

you a little just now and didn’t do anything to you? Otherwise, we would have dragged you to the 

dungeon long ago and you wouldn’t be at home, right?” 

Xiao Ning, who had been burying her head in Bai Yeyuan’s arms and was shivering from the cold, finally 

looked up gradually. 

Her small face was faintly pale. One couldn’t tell much about her emotions. 

Every word she said made Bai Mori and Bai Yingzhu shiver. “You’re not scaring me. You clearly said that 

you wanted to cripple my hand and let me die. You even said…” 

Xiao Ning laughed bitterly and continued, “You even said ‘Who cares if Bai Yeyuan is an elder. Even if he 

comes, we will kill her in front of him! Let’s see if Bai Yeyuan dares to fart.’” 

Bai Yingzhu said, “B*tch, you’re talking nonsense!” 

Bai Mori said, “Brother, don’t believe her. We didn’t say such a thing…” 

D*mn it. She initially thought that Xiao Ning would be submissive. She didn’t expect that she was as 

cunning as a fox and actually used their words to anger Bai Yeyuan. 

She was too vicious! 

Bai Yeyuan shouldn’t really believe that this little b*tch was stirring up trouble, right? 

Bai Yeyuan’s face immediately turned colder. His tone didn’t have a trace of warmth and was bone-

chilling. “Very good. Who cares if I’m an elder? It seems that I slapped you all too little previously and 

you forgot everything. Now, I’ll let you understand who I am. Servants!” 

“Here!” 

“Make the Eldest Young Lady kneel on the torture device and slap themslves for three days and three 

nights.” 

“Yes!” 

Bai Yingzhu’s vision darkened and she fell to the ground. 

That torture device was made of iron. If she knelt on steel, wouldn’t her knees be crippled? Would she 

have to slap herself for three days and three nights? Her face was going to rot… 

Could she just faint and avoid punishment? 

Bai Yeyuan said faintly, “If you feel faint, use ice water to wake yourself up. Continue kneeling!” 

Bai Yingzhu was so frightened that she immediately bounced up from the ground. 



Was he going to use ice water to wake her up on such a cold autumn night? 

How ruthless! 

Bai Yeyuan was indeed the Bai family’s most ruthless person! 

“Pa—Pa—Pa!” 

Under the supervision of the servants, Bai Yingzhu cried and slapped her mouth. 

Bai Mori sat on pins and needles, but she could only watch as Bai Yeyuan carried Xiao Ning away. 

Upstairs. 

Bai Yeyuan placed Xiao Ning on the bed. 

He examined her fingers carefully. 

The little bruises made his heart shrink. 

Fortunately, he came in time. Xiao Ning’s fingers only had superficial wounds and her bones weren’t 

broken. She could recover to her original state after a good rest. 

He took out a pocket-sized medicine box from the bedhead. The medicine inside was different from the 

outside. They were all made of seven-colored glass bottles. Each bottle was filled with a small bottle. Its 

efficacy was more than ten times than that of the same medicine on the market. 

This was the Bai family’s secret medicine that they never revealed to outsiders. 

Sometimes, when he bullied her ruthlessly and made her bleed or tear, he would personally apply the 

restorative medicine for her. 

At this moment, he took a bottle of ointment for bruises and personally applied it to Xiao Ning’s fingers. 

He massaged them bit by bit to accelerate the effect of the medicine. 

Xiao Ning had deliberately lied just now. She said that Bai Mori and the rest were discussing Bai Yeyuan’s 

status behind his back just to draw hatred. 

She didn’t have any hopes that Bai Yeyuan would really believe her. 

But he actually believed it! He really punished Bai Yingzhu. 

At this moment, thinking about how Bai Yeyuan had saved him, helped her out, and even helped her 

apply the medicine, it would be a lie to say that she wasn’t touched. 

But when she thought about how Bai Mori was still safe and sound… 

For some reason, she felt suffocated. Even her breathing became heavier. 

Bai Yeyuan looked up and glanced at her coolly. “Why? Do you think that I didn’t punish Bai Mori? Do 

you really want to know why?” 

Xiao Ning’s heart skipped a beat! 



Did this man have to be so sharp?! He actually knew what she was thinking. 

Chapter 576: Bai Yeyuan, Do You Like Me? 

Xiao Ning pursed her lips and nodded. 

Yes, she admitted that she really wanted to know why. Bai Mori was clearly the biggest phony b*tch. Bai 

Yingzhu was just a brainless person who was ordered around by Bai Mori. After being used, she was still 

stupid enough to think of herself as a little princess. 

But such a smart man like Bai Yeyuan actually only punished Bai Yingzhu and not Bai Mori? 

Was he only good at picking on pushovers? 

She really wanted to know the answer! 

Bai Yeyuan didn’t explain anything to her. He only dug out his phone and made a call. 

She recognized that number. It was Bai Yeyuan’s most capable subordinate. 

“The assassins from S Nation are watching Bai Mori and preparing to make a move, right? Pass down the 

order to remove two-thirds of the bodyguards around Bai Mori. As for the remaining one third, make 

them act like they don’t care about her life or death… That’s right. No matter what Gong Jue’s people do 

to Bai Mori, you don’t have to care either. Just let him be.” 

Bai Yeyuan put down the phone and still didn’t explain anything. He only looked at her steadily. 

That gaze seemed to be asking, Woman, are you satisfied? 

Xiao Ning’s heart trembled. 

She had heard of the assassins in S Nation! They were very vicious! 

They were actually monitoring Bai Mori and preparing to make a move? 

But Bai Yeyuan actually wanted to remove more than half of the bodyguards at such a critical moment 

and instruct the remaining bodyguards to not care about Bai Mori’s life or death?! 

Also, did that Chief Gong actually have a feud with Bai Mori as well? It was fine if Bai Yeyuan didn’t 

protect Bai Mori, a member of the Bai family, but he even allowed outsiders to covet Bai Mori? 

If she didn’t hear it with her own ears, she definitely wouldn’t dare to believe it. 

Was this her biological brother? He must have been picked up from the streets, right? 

However, Bai Mori and Bai Yeyuan were indeed related. There was no doubt about it. 

Seeing Xiao Ning’s ignorant look and still lack of understanding, Bai Yeyuan said lightly with disdain, “It’s 

useless to punish Bai Mori with that kind of torture device. Her willpower exceeds your imagination. As 

long as you give her a breather, she will retaliate a hundredfold and take revenge on you crazily. Only by 

borrowing someone else’s hand and giving her a deep lesson will she be straightened up.” 

Xiao Ning understood a little, but she couldn’t help but ask, “What if she… isn’t protected by a 

bodyguard and is killed by the people of S Nation…” 



Would you regret it, Bai Yeyuan? That’s your biological younger sister. 

Bai Yeyuan laughed coldly. “She has that scheming mind to play tricks behind my back. If she doesn’t 

have the ability to fight against an assassin from S Nation, what’s there to pity about her death?! What’s 

the use of that useless person living?!” 

Xiao Ning shivered. She lowered her eyes and bit her lips. “In that case, I’m even more useless than her. I 

can’t even handle a brainless Bai Yingzhu…” 

Bai Yeyuan didn’t comment. “You don’t have to have IQ. It’s fine as long as you have me.” 

Xiao Ning was speechless. 

Little Uncle! 

Are you comforting me or criticizing me? 

But that “it’s fine as long as you have me” still caught her off guard. It made her frozen young girl’s heart 

tremble fiercely! 

As long as you have me… 

He was too domineering and doting. 

At this moment, the aggrieved and complicated emotions that she had felt throughout the night were 

especially comforted. She could finally put them down gently. 

“Little Uncle…” Xiao Ning’s nasal voice suddenly gathered her courage. “Do you like me?” 

If he didn’t like her, why would he rush in so quickly to save her? 

If he didn’t like her, why would he personally block that terrifying torture device for her? 

If he didn’t like her, why would he ruthlessly punish Bai Yingzhu a few times in front of her? The last 

time, he only slapped her a few times. This time, he wanted her to slap her mouth for three days and 

three nights without sleeping! She wasn’t allowed to faint! 

If he didn’t like her, why would he scheme against Bai Mori so ruthlessly? He completely understood Bai 

Mori’s character and temper. He used the most terrifying method to punish that cunning lotus flower 

b*tch… 

So Little Uncle, do you like me a little, at least a little? 

Chapter 577: Heartless Trampling 

Xiao Ning gathered her courage and asked. 

She waited anxiously for Bai Yeyuan’s answer. 

However, the man’s face, which had just softened a little, was immediately covered in a layer of frost. 

His slightly curved lips also pursed into a cold straight line. 

There was silence for a while. 



Just as Xiao Ning became more and more uncertain and uneasy… 

“Silly girl, what are you thinking about? Is there a need to ask such a question? Of course, I like you…” 

Bai Yeyuan’s tone was calm and emotionless. 

Xiao Ning’s eyes lit up a little and her heart couldn’t help but beat rapidly. However, Bai Yeyuan’s overly 

calm face still inexplicably made her feel uneasy. 

Indeed. 

In the very next second! 

Bai Yeyuan suddenly mocked her and curved his lips. “…Who wouldn’t like a toy that they picked 

themselves?” 

He smiled playfully. A trace of frivolous disdain appeared on the corners of his eyes. 

“Boom!” 

In a small corner of Xiao Ning’s heart, the small joy that had just been born collapsed with a bang until 

nothing was left. 

That’s right. She nearly forgot that she was only his toy… 

He stood up for her to seek justice only because he hated others touching his toy! 

He didn’t like her! 

He only liked to control everything firmly in his hands. 

Even toys couldn’t be touched by others… 

She couldn’t imagine how cold he would be one day when she was abandoned like a pair of worn-out 

shoes and watched as others ruthlessly trample on her in the rubbish bin. 

Her heart trembled fiercely and her tone trembled slightly. “I… understand. I’ll never ask such a question 

again.” 

If she asked him if he liked her again, she would be a stupid moronic b*tch! 

Xiao Ning, recognize your status. You actually have fantasies about this scum. You’re too stupid. 

“It’s good that you know.” Bai Yeyuan laughed wickedly and pushed her onto the bed. “Come, the night 

is still long. Your hand is injured today. You can still serve me elsewhere, right?” 

His gaze swept across Xiao Ning’s lips. 

Xiao Ning immediately thought of the wicked deed! 

Xiao Ning bit her lips in humiliation and bent down… 

In a place where she couldn’t see, the hand that Bai Yeyuan had deliberately hidden was clenched into a 

fist. Under a few fingernails, there were deep purple bruises, and a few fingertips were still bleeding… 



He was also human and had a body of flesh and blood. How could he forcefully withstand that iron tool 

and really be unscathed? 

== 

This night was destined to not be peaceful. 

Countless dangers lurked in the dark and gathered towards a certain point. 

However, the next day was still a good day in autumn. 

Once Gu Qiqi woke up, the first thing she did was to turn on her phone to read the news. 

“Oh, not bad. Those reporters are really helpful… This headlines have been arranged beautifully!” 

The headlines of the financial section was a big positive report on Lan Ting. It was praised by the 

reporters as “A clean stream in the jade world in the Imperial Capital. Noble and elegant.” 

The second article was about Qingyu Xuan selling poisonous jade to cheat customers. It was criticized by 

the reporters as “The most unethical merchant of this century. Serves him right.” 

However, Gu Qiqi wasn’t waiting for these two headlines. 

Instead, she flipped to the entertainment headlines. 

There was a big photo of a pair of adulterers being caught at a hotel. It was very exciting and eye-

catching! 

The woman’s clothes were disheveled and she was at a loss. The man was drunk on the ground and 

wasn’t wearing anything… Of course, the newspapers still had morals. They had censored the key parts. 

Gu Xuexue and Mu Liuchuan! 

With this photo, you two will be tied together in this lifetime when you cause trouble, haha. 

Gu Qiqi couldn’t help but laugh and nearly rolled off the bed. 

However… 

A man’s big palm scooped her into his embrace! 

“Stupid woman, do you feel good staring at another man’s naked body in the morning? Hmm?” 

Oh my! 

Gu Qiqi was shocked. 

What the hell? Why was there a wild man on her bed? That’s not right. Why was Gong Jue on her bed?! 

Chapter 578: Don’t Let Me Be Tricked Again! 

 

She woke up early in the morning with a handsome man by her side. It might be a pleasant sight to see 

him hugging her affectionately with his especially sturdy and powerful arms. 



But if this handsome man was Gong Jue, that would be a little shocking. 

Gu Qiqi buried her small head into the blanket and quickly recalled what happened last night… 

She went to cheat Gu Xuexue and Mu Liuchuan and even found a reporter to expose the truth at the 

scene. 

Then? 

That’s right. Then, she would ‘repay’ her debt to Gong Jue. 

She turned the kiss that he owed her into a pure kiss on the forehead. Hahahaha… 

Gu Qiqi laughed secretly. 

She felt that she was really wise and powerful. 

Suddenly, the man’s low and sexy voice exploded in her ears, causing her muffled laughter to stop 

abruptly. “Stupid woman, don’t you know that if you don’t repay your debt, you’ll have to pay double 

the amount, hmm?” 

Gu Qiqi’s small body shivered. 

Damn it. She was in trouble for falling into the hands of a living King of Hell. 

It was satisfying to cheat him for a while, but she would suffer in the future. 

“I’ll pay back. It’s fine after I pay back, right?” 

Instead of being slaughtered passively, it was better to take the initiative to attack! 

Gu Qiqi immediately put on a sly smile. “Close your eyes!” 

Gong Jue was furious. “Don’t think that I’ll fall for it again!” 

Alright… 

Gu Qiqi’s small face wilted. She knew that she couldn’t use the same move a second time… 

Thus, Gu Qiqi’s face flushed red under Gong Jue’s covetous gaze… 

The cold and sticky touch made Gong Jue stiffen. 

He took the initiative and kissed her fiercely. 

Gosh, she couldn’t continue like this. 

What should she do? It was very difficult to stop an excited man. She could only use this move… 

“…Hiss!” 

Gong Jue frowned and stopped. “I only kissed you a few times. Why does it hurt?” 

Gu Qiqi whispered aggrievedly, “My stomach hurts…” 

Gong Jue was stunned. Only then did he remember that her period wasn’t over yet… 



Why did menstrual periods take so long? Half a month? Why were women so troublesome? It was 

better to have a son in the future. He didn’t want his daughter to suffer like this. 

No, if he had a daughter like a stupid woman, she would definitely be very cute, right? 

Gong Jue’s unrestrained thoughts let him astray. 

“How about I rub it for you?” He took a deep breath and stopped pressing her down. Instead, he gently 

covered her with his big warm palm and massaged her in circles to relieve her blood circulation and 

bruise. 

He was already familiar with this method. 

He didn’t know how many nights he had secretly and loyally served her. 

Gu Qiqi felt a little guilty and didn’t dare to look at him. She covered the blanket. “Okay… Sigh, be 

careful…” 

Honestly speaking, Gong Jue’s massage technique was not bad. Even she, who studied medicine, felt 

that it was quite professional. It was just that his hand was a little strong. 

“It won’t work if I don’t use strength!” 

“It will hurt if you use too much strength” 

“You’ll get used to it.” 

“No…” 

“Behave yourself! Come here!” 

“Bear with it…” 

The intermittent sounds in the bedroom made Special Assistant Lu, who was waiting at the door for a 

report, blush like a tomato. 

He didn’t expect that Master Jue’s physical fitness would be so good. 

They had an overnight meeting last night to study the construction work of the robot system and 

personally deploy the operation to deal with those people from S Nation for two days. They worked 

until four or five in the morning. 

After returning home, he actually didn’t sleep for even an hour or two before he became so energetic 

and started fooling around with Young Lady Qiqi. 

It turned out that this was the essential difference between Master Jue and ordinary men. 

He really had to admit defeat… 

Chapter 579: I’ll Give You 90 million dollars 

On this day, a few people were absent from school. 



Xiao Ning applied for sick leave. Gu Xuexue was in the headlines and didn’t dare to come to class at all. 

Gu Yuanyuan was frightened by her own pet dog and hid in the hospital to see a psychiatrist. 

Bai Yingzhu knelt in the ancestral hall of the Bai family and slapped herself repeatedly until her face was 

swollen. She didn’t even dare to close her eyes. 

Otherwise, a servant would pour a bucket of ice water over her from head to toe, making her feel cold. 

It was fine if the scumbags behind didn’t come, but since Xiao Ning didn’t come, Gu Qiqi was really a 

little worried. She wanted to see her, but she replied that she had just caught a cold and would be fine 

after sleeping. 

Gu Qiqi couldn’t help but frown. Xiao Ning used to be in good health. Why did she catch a cold all of a 

sudden recently? Had she become weaker? 

Could it be related to that scumbag uncle… 

Gu Qiqi was thinking of a way to worm the truth about Xiao Ning’s uncle out. Before she could think of a 

solution, Yang Xiaolan came to the veterinary school to look for her. 

The little girl’s face flushed red. She was holding a bank card in her hand and was a little at a loss. 

Gu Qiqi smiled and asked, “Was Uncle Yang happy after winning the war yesterday?” 

Yang Xiaolan nodded. Looking at Gu Qiqi’s admiring gaze, she was like a little fangirl looking at her male 

idol. “Dad was especially happy. He was full of energy. He specially gave me two poached eggs for 

breakfast today. If I didn’t stop him, I reckon that he would have beaten four poached eggs for me to 

celebrate…” 

Gu Qiqi said, “Ahem, ahem, ahem! Uncle’s way of celebrating is quite down-to-earth. Then, go home 

tonight and tell him that this is only the beginning. I’ve already found a rather reliable lawyer and am 

prepared to send Yang Xiaoqing and the scammers from Qing Yuxuan a big gift…” 

Although it was satisfying to let Lan Ting crush Qing Yuxuan in business, only by really taking back Iron 

Fist Yang’s design and letting the plagiarist suffer the consequences of his own actions and ruining his 

reputation forever could she really seek justice for Iron Fist Yang. 

Yang Xiaolan looked at Gu Qiqi deeply. 

Gu Qiqi really didn’t say that she would help their Yang family casually. On a whim, she had a very 

meticulous plan that was interconnected. It wasn’t as if she could just vent her anger and be done with 

it. Instead, she wanted to really and thoroughly seek justice for them! 

Yang Xiaolan’s big eyes turned misty. She mustered her courage and stuffed the bank card into Gu Qiqi’s 

hand. “Qiqi, my father said that he would give this to you. You deserve this.” 

“What is this?” Gu Qiqi stopped smiling and frowned. 

“The turnover from last night was a total of 90 million dollars.” 

“Nonsense! This money is Lan Ting’s income. Why is your Yang family giving it to me?!” 



“Qiqi, without you, there won’t be Lan Ting… If you don’t accept it, I’ll… I’ll kneel down in front of all my 

classmates…” 

Gu Qiqi felt a headache coming on. “Stop fooling around, Xiaolan. Be good. Listen to me. I don’t lack 

money, but Lan Ting is at a critical moment in its development. If you want to go to school, you can’t 

possibly stand on the counter every day and you should hire an employee, right? We’re going to open a 

branch in the Chu clan’s place after renting a spot. We’ll need a large sum of money to pay rent soon, 

right? Also, the jade raw materials… Yesterday’s goods have been swept clean by the noblewomen. How 

can we make the next batch of goods without raw materials? If we can’t make them, this market that 

we’ve worked so hard to conquer will be occupied by others again…” 

Indeed, Gu Qiqi’s words enlightened Yang Xiaolan. 

Especially when Gu Qiqi mentioned that there were no raw materials. Actually, Father Yang had already 

begun to worry in the morning. 

Buying jade raw materials cost a lot of money, but he would rather not be able to afford the raw 

materials than not express his gratitude to Gu Qiqi first. 

He was willing to give this 90 million dollars to Gu Qiqi without taking a single cent. 

This was his character and gratitude! 

Seeing the hesitation in Yang Xiaolan’s eyes, Gu Qiqi knew that she had guessed their situation correctly. 

She stretched out her hand and rubbed Yang Xiaolan’s long hair. She had an idea and whispered— 

Chapter 580: Crossdressing As A Man, How Handsome! 

“Be good. How about this? Leave half of the money in this card for the sake of expanding the 

operations. Transfer half to me for purchasing raw materials. I have a friend who often visits auction 

houses. The raw stones that he buys are definitely one in ten thousand!” Gu Qiqi suggested. 

Yang Xiaolan still wanted to say something. 

Gu Qiqi waved her big hand and said domineeringly, “It’s decided! I’ll send the raw materials to your 

house tonight!” 

Yang Xiaolan was speechless. Qiqi, do you have to be so handsome? Wuwuwu! 

After school. 

Gu Qiqi went straight to Dige Auction House. 

Previously, she had gambled in every game. Manager Dige had directly given her a VIP entry card so that 

she wouldn’t have to use Gong Jue’s black diamond card and attract attention. 

However, she wasn’t in a hurry to enter the venue. Instead, she entered the washroom on the first floor 

first. 



It wasn’t appropriate to be ostentatious when she came to gamble stones. Not to mention that she 

would suffer if Gong Jue found out, even if the Gu family or the Bai family found out, there would be 

endless trouble. Thus, she had to dress up. 

Last time, she pretended to be Grandma Ye in the pharmacy. Now that she was wanted by Bai Yeyuan in 

the underworld, she definitely had to change her image this time. 

After locking herself in the bathroom stall, she took out a wig and makeup tools. After fiddling with 

them for a while, she spent a lot of time tying the items around her body. Then, she put on her 

sunglasses, wore Xiaobei’s white shirt and trousers, and tied a handsome belt around her waist… 

When she pushed open the washroom door, a delicate girl happened to be holding her skirt as she 

walked into the washroom. 

Seeing Gu Qiqi come out, she was first stunned. Then, she looked at the symbol on the washroom door 

in disbelief. It was indeed the female washroom. Why was there a man appearing?! 

Gu Qiqi thought that she would call her a “hooligan”. Just in case, she rushed forward and pretended to 

hit her lightly. That girl lost her balance and nearly fell down. Gu Qiqi grabbed her arm and took the 

opportunity to pinch the big dent on that girl’s neck. 

As long as she exerted a little force, that girl would faint. 

This way, she wouldn’t attract the attention of the security guards and report that a “man” had entered 

the female washroom or treat her as a pervert. 

Before she could exert force… 

That girl suddenly turned her face away shyly. He could clearly see that the girl’s fair neck was flushed 

red. Her voice was as sweet as honey. “Sir, I… I’ve never kissed a boy before… Can you be gentler?” 

Damn it! 

What did she mean by gentler?! What did she mean by kissing a boy?! 

Gu Qiqi was petrified on the spot. 

It seemed that this girl didn’t treat her as a pervert but as a man. Furthermore, she seemed to be a 

rather charming man. 

Was her makeup skills that good? 

The little dirty turtle shook its head and wagged its tail smugly. “Master Silver, you forgot that I’ve 

already upgraded to the orange level. So, the speed at which you absorb color points has become much 

faster. One of the accompanying effects is your ability to retain your looks. From the slight adjustment 

of your face to the change in tone, it can have a realistic effect that exceeds an ordinary person by a 

hundred times. Isn’t it very cool?” 

Gu Qiqi was speechless. 

It was cool, but it was too realistic and depressing… 



She had just stepped out of the door when she ran into more peach blossoms. 

Realizing that the girl was attracted to her, Gu Qiqi felt a little uncomfortable. She hurriedly loosened 

her hand like a gentleman. “I’m sorry to have bumped into you. I didn’t mean to be rude to a little fairy 

like you. Let’s meet again someday. Goodbye.” 

After speaking, he deliberately straightened his back and left quickly. 

Wow, she really heard her own voice! It was really more masculine. 

How hoarse and sexy! How pleasant! 

Why did she sound like Gong Jue? 


